ASM
MASTER CLASSES

Learn new things • Reconsider conventional wisdom • Advance your level of knowledge
Discuss current issues with civility and respect

THE EVOLUTION
OF OUR BODIES
From Planet of the Apes to the Dawn of Man

with Dr. James T. Watson
Associate Curator of Bioarchaeology and Associate Professor of Anthropology

More than seven million years of evolution led to the dominance of our species over the planet. A long but often scant trail of fossil skeletons tells the tale. But biological evolution is only one part of the equation as behavioral adaptations, or “culture”, both contributed to and accelerated the evolution of our human form. Today we live trapped in bodies that hold the residues of physical evolution and their limitations, under the intensely rapid transformations of modernity. In this four-part series, you will journey through millions of years of evolution with Dr. Watson to trace the development of our species from the hominin fossils to the modern legacy of lifestyle diseases.

Wednesdays
Oct 23, 30, Nov 6, 13, 2019
9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Old Main, Silver and Sage Room

$200 ASM members ($80 tax deductible)
$250 non members ($130 tax deductible)
Registration includes campus parking, class materials, coffee and light snacks
Gift portion supports Dr. Watson’s graduate student assistants

Reserve your seat by contacting
Darlene Lizarraga at
520-626-8381 or
dfl@email.arizona.edu
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